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Abstract
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The current COVID-19 epidemic have transformed every aspect of our lives, especially our behavior and routines. These
changes have been drastically impacting the economy in each
region, such as local restaurants and transportation systems.
With massive amounts of ambient data being collected everywhere, we now can develop innovative algorithms to have
a much greater understanding of epidemic spread patterns
of COVID-19 based on spatiotemporal data. The findings
will open up the possibility to design adaptive planning or
scheduling systems that will help preventing the spread of
COVID-19 and other infectious diseases.
In this tutorial, we will review the trending state-of-theart machine learning techniques to model epidemic spread
patterns with spatiotemporal data. These techniques are
organized from two aspects: (1) providing a comprehensive
review of recent studies about human routine behavior
modeling, such as inverse reinforcement learning and graph
neural network, and the impacts of behaviors on the spread
patterns of infectious diseases based on GPS data; (2)
introducing the existing literature on using remote sensing
data to monitor the spatiotemporal pattern of the epidemic
spread. Under current epidemic with unknown lasting
time, we believe that modeling the spread patterns of
COVID-19 epidemic is an important topic that will benefit
to researchers and practitioners from both academia and
industry.
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Target Audience

Our target audience includes all levles researchers and
practitioners in spatiotemporal data mining and Epidemic
spread modeling. The prerequisites for this tutorial are
calculus, linear algebra, and machine learning. We plan to
cover half of the materials for beginners and the rest for
intermediate and experts. We expect the audience to come
away with an overview of the state-of-art models of Epidemic
spread based on spatiotemporal data. While knowledge in
reinforcement learning, spatio-temporal data mining, neural
graph network will facilitate a deeper understanding of
Epidemic spread, the tutorial can be digested without any
existing knowledge of those models.
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Dr. Xiaowei Jia is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Computer Science at the University of Pittsburgh.
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His work has been published in major data mining and AI
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neural networks for spatio-temporal modeling, followed by a
discussion of spread forecasting and source locating. Graph
neural networks characterizes Epidemic transmission with
message passing mechanisms by identifying the possible
propagation directions and recovering sources. We will also
discuss future directions of applying graph neural network
on Epidemic modeling.
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• Modeling Epidemic spread with spatio-temporal graph (10

Outline

min)
Part 1: Behavior modeling via inverse rein•
Epidemic spread forecast (10 min)
forcement learning for based on spatiotemporal
•
Contagion source locating (10 min)
data(35 minutes)
We introduce algorithms, such as inverse reinforcement
learning, that model human routine behavior based on
ambient data (e.g., GPS data) [1, 2, 3]. We present the
models of behavioral norms under the current or transferred
environment and its impacts on Epidemic spread. The
results will also help researchers in the fields of sociology,
psychology, and anthropology to align their theories more
closely with actual human behavior and Epidemic spread.
• Current challenging of behavior modeling (5 min)
• The properties of spatiotemporal data from ambient sensors (5 min)
• An data-driven approach, inverse reinforcement learning,
models behavior patterns (20 min)
• Behavior patterns and its impacts on Epidemic spreads (5
min)

Part 2: Monitoring the spatio-temporal pattern
of the Epidemic spread using remote sensing
data. (35 minutes)
Remote sensing data are often collected over large regions
at a regular time interval, and thus have a spatio-temporal
nature. We will extensively discuss the possibilities of using machine learning techniques to discover complex spatiotemporal patterns for Epidemic spreads from remote sensing data [4, 5]. We will also introduce future directions in
combining machine learning models with traditional mathematical models to model Epidemic spreads [6].
• The spatio-temporal nature of remote sensing data and
the available data sources (5 min)
• The promise of deep learning on remote sensing (5 min)
• Existing works on using remote sensing for modeling the
Epidemic spread (10 min)
• Existing works on using remote sensing for understanding
human activities during the Epidemic spread (10 min)
• Discussion of future works on combining mathematical
models with ML models the modeling the Epidemic spread
(5 min)

Part 3: Epidemic spread forecast and contagion
source locating based on spatiotemporal data (35
minutes)
Graph neural networks is a fresh tool on the problem of
Epidemic analysis [7, 8]. We will cover an overview of graph

• Future work on Epidemic spread via graph learning(5
min)

Conclusion and Discussion (10 minutes)
• Conclusion (5 minutes)
• Q & A (5 minutes)
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